High-grade steels since 1882

Our quality management system
certified in accordance with DIN EN
ISO 9001:2008 ensures reliable
handling and a constantly high quality
standard.

For detailed directions please
visit our website.

ERNST KREBS KG Stahlhandel
Dellenfeld 38–40 · 42653 Solingen
P.O.Box 10 06 25 · 42606 Solingen
Phone +49 212 5969-0
Fax
+49 212 5969-47
E-Mail info@stahl-krebs.de
www.stahl-krebs.de
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High-grade steels since 1882

Steel trade
with tradition
3

9,000 m2 hall area for
optimum logistics
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ERNST KREBS KG was founded
in 1882 in Solingen.
At the same time as the start of the industrial
production of cutting equipment and cutlery
in Solingen the family business began selling
scissors and knife steels and today it is in the
transition from the fourth to the fifth generation.
In 125 years STAHL KREBS, with intuition for
the needs of the market and the customers, has
developed into a modern service provider which
provides an innovative service covering all areas
of stock keeping, processing and logistics as well
as consultancy for materials and applications.
The preservation of traditions is still one of the
particular strengths here – with the establishment
of long-term and trusting business connections
to the fore.
The close cooperation with our business partners
and the experience and specialist knowledge
of 40 motivated employees ensure that we have
a good market position today and also that our
customers have decisive competitive advantages.
For our clients from many different branches we
always keep a wide range of stainless steel as
well as quality, high quality structural and tool
steels in a warehouse with modern equipment.

Premises in the industrial zone Dycker Feld on the A 46.
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Steel for
razor-sharp
products
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Flexible batch sizes between whole pallets and
single plates.

Sheets and coils in hot and
cold-rolled versions.
We have a comprehensive flat steel range in
many different material qualities, dimensions
and surface finishes.
We specialise in stainless, martensitic stainless
steels (knife steels) which are used for the
production of cutting equipment and surgical
instruments, among other things.
Another special feature of our stock range are
austenitic, hard-rolled sheets in the 2H process
(IIIa) which we in particular store for customers
from the areas of stamping technology and
medical equipment.
Irrespective of the version we attach the greatest
importance to the best-possible surface on both
sides with all products, in accordance with the
high demands of our customers.
You will find further information on our product
range on the internet at www.stahl-krebs.de.
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A product range
shows profile

Stainless flat, round and special
sections as bars or coils.
With stainless sectional steels we can fall back
on a wide product range so that we can also
comply to unusual customer desires.
Our specialities are flat and round steels as well
as single and double bevelled rolled knife steels
in martensitic qualities. The focus is also on the
production of cutting equipment and surgical
instruments.
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Complex special sections made according to
customers’ specifications can be realised in
a short period of time with our close works
contacts.
Bundling, packaging and labelling as the customer desires.
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Long products
in forging
quality
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Use of tool steel in the drop forge.

Quality and high-grade steels for
hot and cold processing.
We have tool, quality and high quality structural
steel sections in many different dimensions in
particular for drop forges from the area of cutting
equipment and hand tool manufacture as well as
the automotive supply industry.
Depending on the customers’ desires we deliver
steel bars, wire and semi-finished products via the
warehouse just in time or long-distance.
Alloyed hot and cold work steels according
to measurement specifications for tool making
round off our product range.
Together with our efficient suppliers we guarantee
highest quality and reliable supply.
You will find a summary of the deliverable qualities
on the internet at www.stahl-krebs.de.
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SERVICE is
paramount
for us!
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Pre-cut parts and surface finishing based on
customer specifications.
When requirements go beyond conventional
standards, we can cut steel plates up to 9 mm
thick with our plate shears within very short time
periods – and to precise customer specifications.
Dimensions of all sizes, including up to 3,000 mm
in length, are possible.
We work closely with experienced external
specialists to cut coils lengthwise/crosswise,
as well as grind, brush and coat steel plates.
In the field of steel profiles we also use band
saws to produce fixed lengths to customer
specifications.

Large warehouses with state-of-the art equipment.
To guarantee the delivery capacity we stock a
wide range of products, approximately 10,000 t
of steel over 9,000 m2. This requires optimised
warehouse logistics, which became the center
of focus when plans for our storage facility were
drawn up. Since then, our logistics have been
continually enhanced and developed.

In-house vehicle fleet.
To deliver on schedule in the Bergisches Städtedreieck, we operate an in-house vehicle fleet
with 3 trucks. For longer distances we work with
flexible and reliable logistics partners.
Our guarantees for on schedule delivery to local area.
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